
Palantir builds leading software platforms for data-driven 
operations and decision-making. We partner with many of 
the world’s leading government and commercial institutions 
across 50+ industries in many countries across the globe.

→ Founded in 2003

→ 22 locations including Rome, Italy

→ 3k+ employees 
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PRODUCTS

IMPACT

Palantir Foundry 
Foundry is Palantir’s leading OS for the modern commercial enterprise. It’s a fully managed 
SaaS platform that spans from cloud hosting and data integration to flexible analytics, 
visualisation, model-building, operational decision-making and decision capture.

Palantir Gotham
Gotham is Palantir’s flagship platform for intelligence and mission operations.  
It can transform the way defence and intelligence organisations integrate, manage,  
secure and analyse their data in service of critical missions.

Palantir Apollo
Palantir Apollo enables a robust DevSecOps pipeline. The platform for autonomous 
software deployment, it coordinates the ongoing delivery of new software features,  
security updates, and configurations. 

→ Helped Scuderia Ferrari make faster, data driven decisions around car performance, development, and reliability

→ Enabled Airbus to accelerate A350 production by 33% and identify $1.7B+ per year in cost savings 

→ Empowered an Energy Major to deliver 30k additional barrels per day and generate and opportunity of $1B in savings

→ Drove UK PPE efforts, hospital operations, and NHS vaccinations

→ Helped enable emergency non-combatant evacuation operations for Afghanistan 

→ Supported PG&E’s Enhanced Powerline Safety Settings

Palantir.com

Palantir Blog
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